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Summary






In early June, the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) increased its policy rate for the first time in four years, citing the need
to be pre-emptive amidst an acceleration in core inflation momentum
The June rate hike spurred a slight pick-up in bond yields and pushed the benchmark bond yields to cross 8% for the
first time since December 2014
We believe aggressive tightening is not warranted given the relatively high real rates and tighter financial conditions
Corporate earnings estimates for FY2019 have been revised down but consensus figures are still registering high
growth – of about 20% year-on-year – indicating that the earnings recovery cycle is underway
Domestic investors continued to anchor the Indian equity market, adding USD2.0 billion in May and USD9.1 billion in
the first five months of 2018, even as foreign investors pulled back

In the spotlight
So far, so good…so what next?
Emerging Asian economies and markets are facing an increasingly challenging external environment, amidst rising USD
funding costs, more divergent economic trends across countries and markets, rising global trade concerns and higher
crude oil prices. Since we are midway through 2018, this seems like a good time to stand back and analyse how India is
positioned in the midst of these changing dynamics.

Trade tensions
 India got swept up in the ongoing trade disagreements between major economies following the recent tariff hike by
the US on steel and aluminum products, which is expected to have a $241 million tariff impact on India. India has
retaliated with increased duties on a range of agricultural and iron and steel products imported from the US in a titfor-tat move
 This increase, which follows similar moves by China and the European Union (EU), would come into effect on
August 4, according to an Indian Finance Ministry notification on June 20

So far, so good…so what next? (contd.)
In our opinion, there
is still room and time
for negotiations
between the US and
India as the tariffs will
only become
effective in August

Aggressive
tightening is not
warranted given the
already relatively
high real rates and
tighter financial
conditions







The list of products on which import duty would be hiked includes - certain agricultural
products, shrimps, apples, walnuts, boric acid, diagnostic reagents, and some iron
and steel products
In our opinion, there is still room and time for negotiations between the US and India
as the tariff hikes will only become effective in August and officials from the United
States Trade Representative (USTR) department are scheduled to visit India shortly,
which will allow for further discussions between the two countries on tariffs
Regardless of the outcome of these discussions the amount involved is rather
insignificant (less than 0.01% of India’s GDP), so the direct impact to the Indian
economy is likely to be negligible. But trade tensions between the US and India may
escalate further if no agreement is reached and the tariffs get implemented. The
potential effect on business sentiment and investment decisions, especially amid
already heightened concerns over global trade and growth, could pose a risk to
India’s economic outlook in the second half of 2018

Inflation concerns
 In early June, the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) increased its policy rate for the first
time in four years, citing the need to be pre-emptive amidst an acceleration in core
inflation momentum, rise in inflation expectations, higher oil and commodity prices which have led to a build-up of input cost pressures, and a sustained revival in
domestic economic activity
 While the timing of the rate increase was somewhat sooner than expected, with the
central bank acting ahead of the curve, a hike in itself was not a surprise to the
markets and both equity and bond investors brushed it off
 However there is some debate around whether the RBI’s move was premature since
the sharp increase in core inflation seems to be distorted by the low base-effect
when it is juxtaposed against the demonetisation-induced weakness in prices in the
previous year. The pace of disinflation was much higher in the post demonetisation
phase compared to previous years, and the level of adjusted core CPI was relatively
low at 3% annualised (see chart below).
 Additionally, transient factors such as rise in input prices have also lifted the core
inflation higher in recent months. And finally, we believe that growth impulses (from
wage, credit cycle, capacity utilisation) are still nascent and not supportive of
sustained pricing power
 In our view, aggressive tightening is not warranted given the already relatively high
real rates and tighter financial conditions, via higher market and bank lending rates,
even without a change in the policy rates
 A sustained rise in crude oil prices can pose a risk to our outlook, but this is not our
base case scenario. Oil is India’s biggest import and rising prices is a threat not only
to inflation, but also the country’s sizable trade deficit

Base effect: Adjusted core CPI fell in 2017 due to demonetisation and GST de-stocking

Sharp fall amidst
demonetisation and
de-stocking impact

Source: CMIE, Edelweiss research; Note: Adjusted Core CPI is Core CPI ex commodities and housing
Any forecast, projection or target contained in this presentation is for information purposes only and is not guaranteed in any way. HSBC Global Asset Management
accepts no liability for any failure to meet such forecasts, projections or targets. For illustrative purposes only and does not constitute any investment
recommendation in the above mentioned asset classes, indices or currencies.
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Equity market

Earnings estimates
for FY2019 have
been revised down
but consensus
figures are still
registering high
growth – of about
20% year-on-year –
indicating that the
earnings recovery
cycle is underway



Indian equities were more or less unchanged in June. This follows a correction in
the market in the month of May, which saw the MSCI India Index fall by 2.5%, led
by rising crude oil prices and the selloff in global and regional equities amidst
increased geopolitical uncertainties. Consumer staples was the best performing
sector in May, followed by utilities; meanwhile healthcare and telecommunications
performed the worst



The corporate results season for the fourth quarter of the previous financial year
has concluded, with overall EPS for MSCI India increasing by 2% year-on-year,
dragged down by higher provisions at corporate banks owing to regulatory norms
on recognizing non-performing loans (see chart below)



Earnings estimates for FY2019 have been revised down but consensus figures are
still registering high growth – of about 20% year-on-year – indicating that the
earnings recovery cycle is underway



India’s largest private bank has been in the headlines again, with its CEO going on
leave amidst ongoing investigations surrounding her involvement over conflict of
interest on loans made to a large corporate house. The market initially reacted
positively to the news of this potential leadership transition



Indian equities saw net inflows of USD590 million in May. Foreign investors
continued to pull out of the market in May, turning into net sellers for the year-todate period, although just marginally. Domestic participation, however, continues to
be stable, as local investors added USD2.0 billion to Indian equities, in total pouring
in USD9.1 billion year-to-date



MSCI India is now trading at 16.8x forward P/E, which is right around its 5-year
average. These valuations seem reasonable, since Indian corporate earnings are at
a cyclical low at just 2.9% of GDP at present



Risks for Indian equity investors to watch out for include upcoming state elections,
progress of the monsoon rainfall, inflationary and oil price pressures
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is not guaranteed in any way. HSBC accepts no liability for any failure to meet such forecasts, projections or targets
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Sector Views
Sector

Weighting

Financials

Overweight

Sector focus


The landscape of India’s automobile industry is poised for change with the
government is targeting a 30% electric vehicle (EV) penetration by 2030. The
transition to electric is expected to help reduce air pollution, which has become a
hot button issue in recent years, as well as decrease the nation’s reliance on
imported crude oil



India’s automobile market is the fifth largest in the world and the industry makes up
about 7% of the nation’s GDP. But India’s EV market is still at a nascent stage,
accounting for less than 1 % of total vehicle sales. Research group, Brookings
estimates that 100 to 300 million EVs could be on the road in India by 2030



The Indian government is running a Faster Adoption and Manufacturing of Hybrid
and Electric Vehicles in India (FAME) scheme, which provides incentives on the
purchase and usage of electric and hybrid vehicles. Phase I of the scheme was
launched in 2015, and the rollout of Phase II is still in progress



The EV market in India saw somewhat of a setback as the state-owned Energy
Efficiency Services Ltd.'s (EESL) plan to roll out 10,000 EVs was delayed to March
2019. The original plan was to put out 500 cars by this November and the rest by
June 2019. The delay was attributed to challenges surrounding charging points



HSBC AMG have seen a pick up in demand for EVs in public transportation, with
various companies rolling out EV buses in India. Most recently, the city of Patna
announced plans to operate 30 e-buses under the Smart City Plan. Earlier this
year, the Karnataka government announced the purchase of 640 EVs and Mumbai
City Transport procured 40 e-buses



Both domestic and foreign auto manufacturers seem to be keen on claiming a piece
of this expanding market segment. The EV initiatives of key local players are in
various stage of development. In the meantime, a number of international auto
companies have announced plans leverage on their existing technology and launch
electric vehicles in India in the short term
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Chart in focus
Tackling the twin deficits
Fiscal deficit as % of GDP

Current Account Deficit (CAD) as % of GDP
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Any forecast, projection or target contained in this presentation is for information purposes only and is not guaranteed in any way. HSBC Global Asset Management
accepts no liability for any failure to meet such forecasts, projections or targets. For illustrative purposes only and does not constitute any investment
recommendation in the above mentioned asset classes, indices or currencies.
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Fixed income

The additional LCR
carve out from the
SLR
for
banks
should help improve
liquidity for banks
and help cool short
term rates

We
prefer
liquid
corporate bonds in
the
1-5y
space,
based on spreads



The MPC’s rate decision in June spurred a slight pick-up in bond yields and
pushed the benchmark bond yields to cross 8% for the first time since December
2014. Following the rate hike, the MPC adopted a ‘neutral’ policy stance allowing it
to assume a flexible approach amidst enough uncertainty in the future inflation
trajectory



Liquidity in the system has generally remained in surplus during April-May 2018.
While government spending and Open Market Operations (OMOs) had a positive
effect on liquidity, GST and withdrawal of currency-in-circulation have had a
negative effect.



The additional Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR) carve out from the Statutory
Liquidity Ratio (SLR) for banks should help improve liquidity for banks and help
cool short term rates



State Development Loans (SDL) supply in FY19 is well distributed. The recent
change in valuation norms for banks, could impact spreads at the margin



The market awaits the announcement on the Minimum Support Price (MSP) for its
impact on headline inflation



On the bond supply side, the high level of excess SLR securities and recent SDL
valuation norms could impact appetite from banks at the margin



From a strategy standpoint, HSBC AMG are marginally underweight in duration
while on an incremental basis, have turned a bit defensive. Possibility of further
rate hikes is however well captured in current market pricing of government bonds
as well as the swap curve. They continue to like liquid Government bonds in the 510y space, given the relatively flat yield curve



HSBC AMG continue to hold liquid credit names to maintain carry and could
selectively add to bonds in the 1-5y space (post change in regulations) depending
on spreads
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Currency
The INR weakened
further to 68.13 (as of
20 June 2018) due to
escalating US-China
trade tensions



The move up in oil prices and the impact on the current account deficit (despite
being covered well by net FDI and capital flows) seem to have weighed to some
extent on the Indian rupee (INR)



The INR weakened further to 68.13 (as of 20 June 2018) due to escalating global
trade tensions and concerns about oil prices



Going forward, HSBC AMG expect the INR to move more in line with the USD,
but improvement in growth and macro fundamentals as well as reasonably solid
external fundamentals, should keep it relatively well supported. We expect the
RBI to smoothen any volatility in the market

Source: HSBC Global Asset Management, Bloomberg data as of 20 June 2018
Any forecast, projection or target contained in this presentation is for information purposes only and is not guaranteed in any way. HSBC Global Asset Management
accepts no liability for any failure to meet such forecasts, projections or targets. For illustrative purposes only and does not constitute any investment
recommendation in the above mentioned asset classes, indices or currencies.
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Data watch

Indicator

Latest data

Consensus
data

Previous data

Analysis

PMI (Composite)
- Manufacturing
- Services

50.4 (May)
51.2 (May)
49.6 (May)

NA

51.9 (Apr)
51.6 (Apr)
51.4 (Apr)

The drop in the composite PMI indicated softening of growth momentum. Forwardlooking composite new-orders index declined in both manufacturing and services ,
while input costs increased, suggesting pressures on profit margins are building.

Industrial Production
(IP) (% YoY)

4.9 (Apr)

5.7

4.6 (Mar)

April IP growth was driven by the volatile capital goods and infrastructure sectors.
The higher YoY IP growth largely reflected the base effect, while the sequential
growth momentum eased. While the economy continues to recover from the GST
and demonetisation shocks, uncertainties over the growth outlook have increased.

Local passenger
vehicle (PV) sales
(units)

301,238
(May)
(19.7%
YoY)

NA

298,504 (Apr)
(7.5% YoY)

The strong PV sales growth largely reflected new model launches and was partly
due to a lower base effect due to transition from Bharat Stage (BS) III to BS-IV
emission norms and GST-led destocking. A normal monsoon forecast is supportive,
but higher fuel costs and tighter financing conditions could pose challenges.

Exports (USD) (%
YoY)

20.2 (May)

NA

5.2 (Apr)

The rebound in yoy export and import growth was partly due to a lower comparison
base. Manufacturing exports have recovered in recent months, largely reflecting a
gradual recovery from supply-chain shocks after GST and demonetisation. Exports
were also boosted by an unusual jump in crude oil exports in May.

Imports (USD) (%
YoY)

14.9 (May)

NA

4.6 (Apr)

Higher oil imports and non-oil, non-gold imports, an indicator of domestic demand,
led gains in total imports, while gold imports further contracted YoY. The smaller net
jewellery imports could point to slowing post-demonetization capital flight. However,
overall, import growth may remain supported by strength in domestic demand and a
larger oil import bill in the coming months if crude stabilises at current levels.

Trade Balance
(USD)

-14.6bn
(May)

-14.3bn

-13.7bn (Apr)

The recent trend of widening deficit has been intact on account of higher oil prices, a
recovery in domestic demand growth, and tepid export growth (albeit a recovery).

Inflation (% YoY)
- CPI
- WPI

4.87 (May)
4.43 (May)

4.90
4.00

4.58 (Apr)
3.18 (Apr)

Repo rate (%)

6.25

6.00

6.00

Reverse repo rate
(%)

6.00

5.75

5.75

Marginal standing
facility (MSF) rate
(%)

6.50

6.25

6.25

GDP at market
prices (quarterly, %
YoY)
Gross value-added
(GVA) at basic prices
(quarterly, % YoY)

7.7 (JanMar)

7.4

7.0 (Oct-Dec)

7.6 (JanMar)

7.1

6.6 (Oct-Dec)

Current Account
Balance (CAB)
(quarterly, balance in
USD and % of GDP)

-USD13.0b
-1.9 (JanMar)

NA

-USD13.7b
-2.1 (Oct-Dec)

(6 Jun)

(5 Apr)

The rise in headline CPI inflation was broad-based driven by higher food, fuel and
core inflation. The combination of sticky core inflation and some easing of growth
momentum suggests that inflation is more cosh-push than demand-pull, while some
pricing power exists for firms to pass on a fraction of the input cost increases to retail
inflation. However, growth impulses (from wage, credit cycle, capacity utilisation) are
still nascent and not supportive of sustained pricing power. Benign food prices,
which had undershot their typical summer rises, may provide some near-term relief.
Inflation could peak in June or the September-quarter as the base effects reverse.
The transitory rise in the housing component due to the centre gov’t housing rent
allowance hikes will likely fade off once the base effects reverse. However, crude oil
prices and the INR, the increase in minimum support prices, monsoon rains, and the
government’s efficacy in raising food prices remain important factors for the inflation
outlook, as well as the fiscal policy risk given a busy election calendar.
The RBI’s decision to raise its policy rates for the first time in four years was driven
by the need to be pre-emptive amidst an acceleration in core inflation momentum,
rise in inflation expectations, higher oil and commodity prices leading to a build-up of
input cost pressures, and a sustained revival in domestic economic activity. The RBI
revised its CPI inflation forecast to 4.8-4.9% yoy in H1FY19 (from 4.7-5.1%) and to
4.7% in H2FY19 (from 4.4%). It maintained its ‘neutral’ policy stance, signaling
future policy decisions remain data dependent. Further rate hikes are likely, in our
views, if core inflation stays elevated and/or inflation risks rise further. However, we
believe the Indian economy does not require or warrant any aggressive tightening
given the already relatively high real rates and tighter financial conditions (via higher
market and bank lending rates) even without a change in the policy rates.
The acceleration in GDP growth was driven by a pickup in investment activity and
government consumption expenditure, while private consumption also recovered.
Manufacturing and construction activity was strong; agricultural output improved;
and services GDP maintained steady growth. We expect private consumption – with
a pickup in rural demand, higher public/infrastructure investment, nascent signs of a
recovery in private capex and some stabilisation in exports to support an ongoing
cyclical recovery. However, the tightening of global and domestic monetary/financial
conditions, domestic banking sector issues with still fragile balance sheets, and the
adverse terms-of-trade shock from higher oil prices pose challenges to the outlook
CAD widened to -1.9% of GDP in FY18 from -0.6% in FY17, due to a much larger
goods trade deficit, which more than offset a larger services trade surplus and an
improvement in the income account balance. We expect CAD to widen further to
around -2.5% of GDP in FY19. Despite recent signs of a recovery in FDI, we think
the basic balance (CAD+FDI) is likely to stay in deficit in FY19, leaving the balance
of payments reliant on short-term trade credit and volatile portfolio flows.

Indicates improved data on month-on-month/quarter-on-quarter/year-on-year basis
Indicates worsened data on month-on-month/quarter-on-quarter/year-on-year basis
Indicates no change in data on month-on-month/quarter-on-quarter/year-on-year basis
Source: Bloomberg, HSBC Global Asset Management, as of June 2018
Any forecast, projection or target contained in this presentation is for information purposes only and is not guaranteed in any way. HSBC Global Asset Management
accepts no liability for any failure to meet such forecasts, projections or targets. For illustrative purposes only and does not constitute any investment
recommendation in the above mentioned asset classes, indices or currencies.
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Disclaimer
This document has been issued by The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation Limited, India (HSBC India/the ‘Bank’) in the conduct of its
regulated business in India and may be distributed in other jurisdictions where its distribution is lawful. The source of this document is HSBC Global
Asset Management. This document is for resident Indian customers of HSBC India. This document must not be distributed to any other persons and in
particular should not be distributed to the residents of United States of America, Canada, Australia or New Zealand or any other jurisdiction where its
distribution is unlawful or where such distribution, publication, reproduction, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation. It is not
intended for anyone other than the recipient. The contents of this document may not be reproduced or further distributed to any person or entity,
whether in whole or in part, for any purpose. It may also be legally privileged. If you have received this email in error please notify the sender
immediately by return e-mail and delete the same from your system. If you are not the named addressee, you should not disseminate, distribute or
copy this e-mail. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the
contents of this information is strictly prohibited. All non-authorised reproduction or use of this document will be the responsibility of the user and
may lead to legal proceedings. This document has no contractual value and is not and should not be construed as investment advice or as an offer or
the solicitation of an offer or a recommendation for the purchase or sale of any investment in any jurisdiction in which such an offer is not lawful. The
Bank accepts no responsibility for the accuracy and/or completeness of any third party information obtained from sources it believes to be reliable but
which it has not independently verified. The Bank makes no guarantee, representation or warranty and accepts no responsibility or liability for the
accuracy or completeness of the information and/or opinions contained in this document, including any third party information obtained from sources
it believes to be reliable but which has not been independently verified. In no event will the Bank or HSBC Group be liable for any damages, losses or
liabilities including without limitation, direct or indirect, special, incidental, consequential damages, losses or liabilities, in connection with your use of
this document or your reliance on or use or inability to use the information contained in this document, even if you advise us of the possibility of such
damages, losses or expenses. The Bank does not undertake any obligation to issue any further publications or update the contents of this document.
The information stated and/or opinion(s) expressed herein constitute best judgement of the Bank at the time of publication and are subject to change
without notice and are expressed solely as general market commentary for general information purposes only and do not constitute investment advice
or recommendation to buy or sell investments or guarantee of returns. The Bank has not been involved in the preparation of such information and
opinion. It does not have regard to specific investment objectives, financial situation and the particular needs of any specific person who may receive
this document. The information contained within this document has not been reviewed in the light of your personal circumstances. Please note that
this information is neither intended to aid in decision making for legal, financial or other consulting questions, nor should it be the basis of any
investment or other decisions. You should carefully consider whether any investment views and investment products are appropriate in view of your
investment experience, objectives, financial resources and relevant circumstances. The investment decision is yours but you should not invest in any
product unless the intermediary who sells it to you has explained to you that the product is suitable for you having regard to your financial situation,
investment experience and investment objectives. The relevant product offering documents should be read for further details. This document is for
circulation in India only. HSBC India makes no representations that the products or services mentioned in this document are available to persons of
any other country or are necessarily suitable for any particular person or appropriate in accordance with their local law. Among other things, this
means that the disclosures set forth in this document may not conform to rules of the regulatory bodies of any other country and investment in the
products discussed will not afford the protection offered by the local regulatory regime in any other country. Products related to some of the asset
classes may not be available for sale by HSBC India. HSBC India or its affiliates or their officers, directors and employees may have investments in any
of the products mentioned in this publication (or in any related products) and may from time to time, add to or dispose of any such investment. Value
of investment may increase or decrease, and may become valueless. Cbertain investments can be subject to sudden and large falls in value that could
equal or exceed the amount invested. Value and income from investments may be adversely affected by exchange rates, interest rates, or other factors.
Investment involves risk. It is important to note that the capital value of investments and the income from them may go down as well as up and may
become valueless and investors may not get back the amount originally invested. Past performance contained in this document is not a reliable
indicator of future performance whilst any forecasts, projections and simulations contained herein should not be relied upon as an indication of future
results. The historical performance presented in this document is not indicative of and should not be construed as being indicative of or otherwise
used as a proxy for future or specific investments. The relevant product offering documents should be read for further details. Investment in any
market may be extremely volatile and subject to sudden fluctuations of varying magnitude due to a wide range of direct and indirect influences. Such
characteristics can lead to considerable losses being incurred by those exposed to such markets. If an investment is withdrawn or terminated early, it
may not return the full amount invested. In addition to the normal risks associated with investing, international investments may involve risk of capital
loss from unfavourable fluctuations in currency values, from differences in generally accepted accounting principles or from economic or political
instability in certain jurisdictions. Narrowly focused investments and smaller companies typically exhibit higher volatility. There is no guarantee of
positive trading performance. Investments in emerging markets are by their nature higher risk and potentially more volatile than those inherent in some
established markets. Economies in emerging markets generally are heavily dependent upon international trade and, accordingly, have been and may
continue to be affected adversely by trade barriers, exchange controls, managed adjustments in relative currency values and other protectionist
measures imposed or negotiated by the countries with which they trade. These economies also have been and may continue to be affected adversely
by economic conditions in the countries in which they trade. Mutual fund investments are subject to market risks. You should read all scheme related
documents carefully. In case you have individual portfolios managed by HSBC Global Asset Management Limited, the views expressed in this
document may not necessarily indicate current portfolios’ composition. Individual portfolios managed by HSBC Global Asset Management Limited
primarily reflect individual clients’ objectives, risk preferences, time horizon, and market liquidity. Some of the statements contained in this document
may be considered forward-looking statements which provide current expectations or forecasts of future events. Such forward-looking statements are
not guarantees of future performance or events and involve risks and uncertainties. Such statements do not represent any one investment and are
used for illustration purpose only. Customers are reminded that there can be no assurance that economic conditions described herein will remain in
the future. Actual results may differ materially from those described in such forward-looking statements as a result of various factors. We can give no
assurance that those expectations reflected in those forward-looking statements will prove to have been correct or come to fruition, and you are
cautioned not to place undue reliance on such statements. We do not undertake any obligation to update the forward-looking statements contained
herein, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, or to update the reasons why actual results could differ from those projected
in the forward-looking statements. We do not undertake any obligation to issue any further publications to you or update the contents of this document
and such contents are subject to changes at anytime
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